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Flour sacks.
The art of charity.
In the summer of 2019 artist and researcher
Annelien van Kempen conducted research
into the decorated WWI flour sacks in
the museum’s collection.1 The museum
possesses 23 original flour sacks. Eight of
those have been included in Flanders’ List
of Masterpieces as unique heritage items.
Annelien van Kempen is looking to unravel the
seemingly mythical history of these painted
and embroidered flour sacks, which have
been preserved all over the world. When
she first encountered the phenomenon two
years ago, what struck her most of all was
the willingness of Belgian women and girls, in
those troubled times of war and occupation,
to quietly sit down and embroider sacks
as a thanks for food aid. In this article she
describes her discoveries and puts Ieper’s
collection of flour sacks in their historical
context.
The provisioning of Belgium
From 1914 to 1919 the international
Commission for Relief in Belgium (CRB) and
the Belgian Comité National de Secours
et d’Alimentation (CNSA - National Relief
and Food Committee, Nationaal Komiteit
voor Hulp en Voeding or NKHV in Dutch)
spearheaded a successful international food
relief operation for the people of occupied
Belgium. The shortage of bread was
particularly acute. Everyone, the poor and
rich alike, depended on the imports of grains,
wheat, and wheat flour especially. The total
value of the gigantic package of food aid
that reached occupied Belgium and Northern
France amounted to 800 million dollars,
equalling an import of 5 million tons of relief
supplies. Almost 3.5 million tons of that relief
consisted of cereal grains and flour. These
were the ship movements until July 1917: 484
ocean liners sailed overseas to Rotterdam,
more than a thousand cargo ships crossed
the Channel and over 7,000 inland vessels
transported cargo from Rotterdam to Belgium.

The financing of food aid was a complex
affair. The payment system consisted of
loans, debt settlements, warranties and
subsidies between the Belgian state and the
Allied countries of Great Britain and France,
joined by the US in April 1917. In the end, the
Belgians who could afford to do so paid for
the foods that reached their occupied country.
The Belgians who could not afford to pay for
food, and their number grew steadily as the
war dragged on, could appeal to the CRB’s
and CNSA’s charities.
The flour sacks, which were destined to
become the symbol, the emblem of food aid
as a whole, can be pinned down to a specific
time and space. They were imported into
Belgium between November 1914 and June
1915, as a result of fundraisers by American
and Canadian charities. They served as a
lever to bring food aid into occupied Belgium.
This operation was carried out in several
stages.
The CRB’s initial publicity campaigns
emphatically requested aid in kind: ‘Help us
feed a starving nation’. Hundreds of Belgian
Relief committees in the US and Canada
collected foodstuffs, the lion’s share of which
were sacks of flour. The Commission had
them transported to the port of Rotterdam on
American ‘State ships’, the Miller’s Belgian
Relief Movement, a few ships from the
———
1. Dejonckheere, Marc, Van Kempen, Annelien, De
emotie van de meelzak. Nederlandse Annelien van
Kempen voert onderzoek naar versierde meelzakken
uit WOI. Ieper: VIFF Magazine, Friends of the In
Flanders Fields Museum, no. 70, Jul|Aug|Sep 2019,
p. 12-18.
An English translation is available on Annelien’s
blog: http://meelzak.annelienvankempen.nl/blogeng/
interview-in-viff-magazine/
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Rockefeller Foundation and some Canadian
ships. Until 5 February 1915, the Canadians
had donated 1.5 million dollars in monetary
value.2 By the end of June 1915, donations
from the people of the US had surpassed
4 million dollars. The accompanying graph
shows the donations, broken down by state.3
The Commission, however, felt there was
something contradictory to the charity
fundraisers of the enthusiastic public. ‘As
a matter of fact, the purchase and sending
to us of food in small quantities gave us
much trouble and was necessarily a very
uneconomical way of handling the matter’,
CRB delegate Vernon Kellogg remarked
afterwards.4 In fact, the CRB wanted the food
aid to become a paragon of humanitarian
help. It had to be large-scale, benefitting
millions of people, with well thought-out
international financial constructions and
negotiated at the highest diplomatic levels.
Its execution by the Commission, under the
supervision of Herbert Hoover, had to be a
model of efficiency, an ‘economic machine’.
Why then, did the CRB initially request aid in
kind, although this proved far from efficient?
Hoover later declared he had needed the
propaganda as a means of exerting leverage
on politics and the feuding parties: ‘In the
initial stages in order to bring vividly before
the world the right of the Belgians to import
foodstuffs, we engaged in a wide propaganda
of newspaper publicity. This material had
great news value and was freely used and in
the main served to create a public opinion in
support of the Commission’s objects.’5
In the summer of 1915, the Commission was
in the right position to achieve its objectives.
The interest of the American people for
the ‘Belgian Relief’ charity drives began
to wane, the aid in kind and the stream of
flour sacks purposefully started to dry up.
Now functioning as a global purchasing
and transport organization for bulk goods,
the CRB’s financing structure had become
more stable. Back in Belgium, the CNSA
steadily applied itself to the day-to-day
task of distributing the foodstuffs under the
supervision of banker Emile Francqui and the
strict guidance of entrepreneurs, directors
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and the ruling class, within the confines of
established social structures.6 By now, the
wheat from abroad was being delivered to
the Belgian mills in bulk and ground into flour.
From there, the flour was transported to the
bakeries in local sacks, which were subject
to a deposit system from December 1915
onwards.7

actually planned to donate 5,000 barrels, he
was advised against it, because the more
modest contributions of the other mills would
pale in comparison. Moreover, WashburnCrosby also owned large mills in Louisville,
Kentucky, and Buffalo, New York, which
contributed to the Belgian Relief actions in
their state.

American charity
The origin of the flour sacks in the IFFM
collection can be traced back from the original
prints on the sacks.

Two flour sacks from Wichita in Kansas are
proof that the Red Star Milling and Elevator
Co. and the Wichita Flour Mills Company had
also been involved in Miller’s Belgian Relief
Movement.

ORIGIN

STATE/PROVINCE

#

US

California

2

Kansas

4

Mme Vandervelde Fund

1

Miller’s BRM

1

Minnesota

3

Nebraska

1

New York

2

Ohio

1

Utah

1

Virginia

1

Ontario

1

Québec

1

British Columbia

1

Canada

Unknown

3

Total

23

The IFFM possesses both an unprocessed
and a processed ‘Gold Medal’ flour sack
from the Washburn-Crosby Co. Still in
existence today, ‘Gold Medal’ flour is a
popular flour brand of food giant General
Foods. In November 1914, the mill donated
2,000 barrels of flour, for a total weight of 180
tons, to the Miller’s Belgian Relief Movement,
which had been founded by the trade
magazine Northwestern Miller in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Although CEO James S. Bell had

Red Star Milling sent over 100 barrels or 9
tons of flour. Wichita Flour Mills donated 50
barrels, 4.5 tons of flour. As one 49 lb. sack
equals a quarter barrel, this would mean
that Red Star Milling and Wichita Flour Mills
sent over at least 400 and 200 flour sacks to
Belgium, respectively.
The State of Kansas donated a quantity of
relief supplies for Belgian Relief, with which
they were able to fill a ‘State ship’. The
‘Hannah’ sailed from New York on 5 January
1915, after Mrs. Josephine Bates-White,
president of The Woman’s Section of the
Commission for Relief in Belgium, had hoisted
the Kansas state flag. The IFFM flour sacks
labelled ‘Bowersock Mills & Power Co.’ from
Lawrence and ‘Enterprise Mills, C. Hoffman &
Son’, from Enterprise, both in Kansas, must
have travelled on board the ‘Hannah’.
The Canadian flour sack of McDonald & Robb,
from Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, province of
Québec, was shipped from Halifax on board
the SS Calcutta. The mill supplied 200 sacks
of flour as a donation for ‘Canada Relief’.
When the inhabitants of Valleyfield donated an
additional 200 sacks of flour by intermediary
of this mill, they had this dedication printed
on the back: ‘Farine offerte par les Citoyens
de Valleyfield, (Prov. Québec, Canada) aux
Habitants de l’Héroique Belgique’.8 One of
the IFFM exhibits is a room divider screen in
which both the front and back of a flour sack
have been incorporated.
A second Canadian flour sack arrived on
board of a subsequent ship. Alex E. White’s

Thornbury Mills from Thornbury, province of
Ontario, donated 300 sacks of flour. The 98lb
sacks were transported on the SS Treneglos
from Halifax.
One recent IFFM acquisition is a burlap
flour sack from Vancouver, BC. The Belgian
consul was very active in British Columbia.
In addition to collecting hundreds of sacks
of flour, he also sent crates of salmon to
Belgium. 9
Madame Vandervelde Fund
In the history of flour sacks, those of the
Madame Vandervelde Fund take up a unique
place. The fund’s namesake was Lalla
———
2. Prud’homme, H., Relief Work for the Victims of
the War in Belgium. Report on donations received
and shipments made to Belgium since the Work
was started up to February 5th, 1915. Montréal,
February 5th, 19153. Edgar, William C., ‘The Millers’
Belgian Relief Movement 1914-15 conducted by The
Northwestern Miller. Final Report of its director William
C. Edgar, Editor of the Northwestern Miller, MCMXV’.
Minneapolis, Minn. USA, 1915
4. Kellogg, Vernon, Fighting Starvation in Belgium. New
York: Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, 1918
5. Gay, George I., Fisher, H.H. Public Relations of The
Commission for Relief in Belgium. Documents. Volume
II. Stanford University Press, Stanford University,
California, 1929
6. Nath, Giselle, Brood willen we hebben! Honger,
sociale politiek en protest tijdens de Eerste
Wereldoorlog in België. Antwerp: Manteau, 2013
7. Amara, M., Inventaire des archives du Comité
national de Secours et d’Alimentation. Rapport général
sur le fonctionnement et les opérations du Comité
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8. Van Kempen, Annelien, Geborduurde meelzakken
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9. Prud’homme, H., Relief Work for the Victims of the
War in Belgium.
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Vandervelde-Speyer (° 4/4/1870, Camberwell,
UK; + 8/11/1965, Putney, UK), an active
socialist and wife to the Belgian Minister of
State, Emile Vandervelde, at the time of The
Great War.
In September 1914, the Belgian government
sent a deputation of four representatives to
the English and Americans, on a mission
to plead the cause of Belgium, Emile
Vandervelde among them. Lalla Vandervelde
decided to also travel to America to raise
money. Her original intention was to come to
the aid of Belgian refugees. Upon receiving
reports about the food shortage in October,
she adapted her speeches and began to
ask for support for the people of occupied
Belgium. An American contemporary
described her thus: ‘We found her a speaker
of unusual power. She came to this country
in a spirit of splendid patriotism for the sake
of helping Belgium. Her mission was not a
political one; it was a plea for help.’ 10 Lalla
Vandervelde maintained close ties with
the Belgian Relief Fund and travelled from
Syracuse to Chicago, thence to St. Paul and
Minneapolis. She delivered her speeches in
the great cities of Canada. Her fundraising
proved especially successful in Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Boston. She founded the
‘Madame Vandervelde Fund’, with a friend
helping her to ship the food aid off to Belgium:
the flour was packaged in cotton sacks which
could be recycled into clothes after washing
and bleaching. The friend also had the name
‘Madame Vandervelde Fund’ printed onto the
flour sacks. Military newspaper De Legerbode
reported:
‘The brave traveller traversed the United
States from 18 September 1914 to 2 April
1915. She managed to raise the substantial
sum of 1,437,135.75 francs, which were spent
as follows:
For transport to the fatherland
388,479.45 francs
For the purchase of food supplies for Belgium:
995,426.30 francs
For the special fund:
53,230 francs 11
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Cult of transformation
Thanks to the Madame Vandervelde Fund
we now know that the flour donations
by the American benefactors had been
purposefully packaged in cotton sacks, with
an eye to recycling. The Miller’s Belgium
Relief Movement called it a mutual interest:
The use of cotton will, on the one hand,
help the American cotton industry and, on
the other, the Belgian housewives, who will
be able to recycle the empty cotton sacks
into undergarments and household textiles,
our donations thus providing both food
and clothing.12 The recommendations were
followed: the Belgian women made jackets
and undergarments out of the empty flour
sacks, especially for children. They liked those
special sacks so much, however, that they
soon began to sew playful, casual aprons and
dresses for their daughters out of them. And
so began the cult of transformation.
With some sewing, needlework and
embroidery, the simple flour sacks underwent
a complete metamorphosis into cushions, tea
hats, table runners, wall panels, bags, aprons,
etc. Before long, even artists started painting
the flour sacks.
Originally, all the flour sacks featured imprints
of the mill and brand names, although logos,
quality labels and dedications occasionally
appeared as well. With great relish, the
Belgian needlewomen and painters used
those prints as basic templates for their own
patriotic motifs, adding flourishes for the
fatherland as they went along. They worked
with the colours of the Belgian flag, the red,
yellow, and black, the red, white, and blue
of the American flag and the predominantly
red and white of the Canadian flag. They
typically also added Belgian patterns, like the
lion, the national flag, King Albert and Queen
Elisabeth, city scenes, and inscriptions along
the lines of ‘thank you very much, America’.
In addition, they also embroidered American
eagles, wheat stalks and flags of allied
countries. Artists painted children’s portraits,
landscapes, city views and still lifes.
The IFFM collection consists of three flour
sacks that remained unprocessed and twenty
‘sacks’ that have been decorated with a range

of techniques. Out of the sacks that were
processed, only three actually still look like a
‘sack’. The other sacks underwent a full-blown
transformation. A wall decoration, panels of a
room divider, a table runner, a pillow casing …

PROCESSING IN BELGIUM

#

Unprocessed flour sacks

03

Processed flour sacks

20

Painting

02

Paiting & embroidery

09

Embroidery

04

Embroidery, open needlework,
needlepoint lace, bobbin lace

05

TOTAAL

23

Belgian charity
The flour bags were decorated with charitable
intentions. Knowing that the sacks had been
sent by overseas benefactors, women from
well-to-do circles, who constituted a driving
force behind the charity committees, took
bold action. In a bid to help Belgian prisoners
in Germany, the women and children of fallen
servicemen, or their destitute fellow citizens
in general, they started raising money through
sales exhibitions and raffles. As an added
benefit, some needlewomen could now also
make a living by decorating the flour sacks.
Because these charity committees formed part
of the local branches of the established relief
committees, they enjoyed the protection of
the CNSA and the CRB against the German
occupier. The provincial committees stamped
the sacks as proof of authenticity. Visits of
CRB delegates lent gravitas to the committees’
work. This map indicates where and in what
year sales of flour sacks took place.
The unit price of the decorated flour sacks
varied from place to place: in Borgworm/
Waremme, in the province of Liège, the flour
sacks were sold at 4 francs for an unprocessed
one and 15 francs for an embroidered one.13
At the ‘Cinquantenaire Muzeum’ in Brussels,
where 300 sacks were put on display, the

sacks achieved prices ranging from 20 to 50
francs a piece.14 Below are some examples
of activities in Herstal, Liège, Ghent, Antwerp,
Brussels and Leuven.
In Herstal, in the province of Liège, the
committee ‘l’Œuvre des Prisonniers’ set
up a sales exhibition at the town hall. On
13 January 1916, the women’s committee
welcomed a delegation headed by Robert
Arrowsmith (1860-1928), the CRB delegate
for the province of Liège. The president,
Jeanne Castadot, addressed the delegation
in English. In her speech, she said: ‘We
thank you, you who have been so kind and
so generous to send us, so many bushels of
flour.’ We have had the pleasure to embroider
and beautify the empty bags and to employ
them a second time as a matter of charity. Be
welcome, American benefactors, who have
prevented our unhappy little country from
starving. We shall be eternally grateful to you.’
15
The exhibition raised 2,000 francs for aid
for prisoners of war. In 2013, IFFM obtained
three flour sacks from the estate of Robert
Arrowsmith: ‘Budingen’ and ‘Orsmael’ with
embroidered, municipal coats of arms from
the province of Flemish Brabant, ornamented
by open needlework, bobbin lace and fringe
work; and ‘Wallons Toujours’, featuring a
bright red rooster, Le Perron de Liège, a
monument that symbolizes the city’s freedom,
and the flags of Belgium and the US on
crossed flagpoles with a bow tied around
them.

———
10. Anderson-Weld Perkins, Isabel, The Spell of
Belgium. Boston: The Page Company, The Colonial
Press, C.H. Simonds Co., 1915
11. De Legerbode, 2 September 1915
12. Edgar, William C., ‘The Millers’ Belgian Relief
Movement 1914-15 conducted by The Northwestern
Miller
13. Le Télégraphe, Quotidien Liègois d’Information, 1
and 2 January 1916
14. De Stem uit België, 31 March 1916
15. Castadot, Jeanne, Discours prononcé par Madame
Castadot, Présidente de l’œuvre des prisonniers de
guerre, le 13 janvier 1916, à l’Hotel de ville de Herstal.
From the author’s collection
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In the city of Liège the ‘Subcommittee of
Ladies’ was active within the framework of
the ‘Secours Discret’ (‘Discrete Aid’), chaired
by Laloux and Neuman. In December 1915,
the committee organized a sales exhibition of
flour sacks transformed in Liège at the ‘Salle
du Continental’. The newspaper lavished
praise on the talents and good taste of those
hundreds of hands from Liège that had
managed to turn shapeless flour mill sacks
into something beautiful.16 Every sack was
labelled with a card that mentioned the name
of the maker. Although nearly all the works
had already been sold, the newspaper added:
‘a work is sold only when no higher bid is
forthcoming’. Special mention was made of
a room divider, lined with yellow silk, with
richly decorated panels, submitted by the
committee of the Notre-Dame de Lourdes
(Cointe). A bid of 275 francs had already been
made, but expectations were that higher bids
might still be forthcoming. After deduction of
costs, the exhibition raised 2,762.62 francs. A
second sale of decorated flour sacks raised
3,127.95 francs. The money was donated to
the ‘Secours Discret’ (‘Discrete Aid’). IFFM
has in its collection a room divider screen
made up of eight panels with painted and
embroidered flour sacks. It is possible that
this room divider was also made in Liège.
In Ghent, the women’s committee
‘Amerikaansche Zakken’ (‘American Sacks’),
chaired by baroness De Crombrugge, began
embroidering empty flour sacks in June 1915,
offering paid work to 15 embroiderers. They
accepted a modest weekly wage of 5 francs
each. By agreeing to a lower fee, the women
expressed their willingness to contribute to
the charity as well. Throughout 1915, the
sales of processed and unprocessed flour
sacks raised a sum of 2,500 francs for the
provincial committee’s treasury.17
In addition, flour sacks were commissioned
and decorated to order. This decorated flour
sack from the Madame Vandervelde Fund
was possibly commissioned by the loyal
following of the Belgian Workers Party. The
inscription ‘War Relief Donation from Madame
Vandervelde Fund’ has been embroidered in
red and in red, yellow, and black. The portrait
of socialist leader Vandervelde seems to have
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been applied by collotype printing. The sack
also features an embroidery of the crossed
flags of Belgium and the socialist party, topped
by a handshake and the inscription ‘Le peuple
reconnaissant’. The year numbers 1914-1915
have been added on in embroidery, making it
highly likely that this flour sack was processed
in 1915.
Girls’ education
In her biography, Lalla Vandervelde writes
that later, and much to her delight, schoolgirls
sent her some flour sacks from the Madame
Vandervelde Fund. They had embroidered
the printed letters of her name and added
their own decorations to the sacks.18 Girls’
vocational schools made a considerable
contribution to the practice of decorating flour
sacks.19 The headmistresses of the ‘Ecoles
Professionnelles’ made great efforts to use the
recycling of the flour sacks as an educational
tool.
The papers mentioned the sales of empty flour
sacks by the Food Committee in May/June
1915. Next, ‘the sacks were handed over to
young girls, who made all manner of very fine
objects out of them, a variety of recollections
of the war or expressions of gratitude to
generous America that had sent us those
sacks, filled with the flour that delivered us
from the famine.’20
In Leuven, the so-called ‘Werk van den
Kapmantel’ or ‘L’œuvre du Caban’ (literally:
‘Charity of the Hooded Cloak’) – an ‘excellent
charity’ – organized an exhibition of ‘American
sacks’ in March 1916, netting a profit of
9.470,70 francs. The exhibition garnered a lot
of publicity. ‘For weeks and months on end,
the girls had worked on decorating the sacks
with embroidery, needlework and sewing,
paintings, they designed lines and colours and
produced genuine works of art, beautiful and
sophisticated, some of them masterpieces,
even. All of their output was intended for sale,
because in doing so the girls could contribute
to the aid for their younger fellow-students’.
Eleven girls’ schools and institutes contributed
to the exhibition.21 Later on, the rest of the
decorated flour sacks was transferred to
Brussels for an exhibition.

One thing that stands out immediately upon
closer scrutiny of the IFFM collection, is the
high standard of execution of the needlework.
That makes assessing whether the flour
sacks were embroidered by schoolgirls and
students - and if so, which ones - quite
difficult. The needlework experts I approached
on the subject, see the diversity of decoration
techniques employed on certain sacks as
an indication for ‘schoolwork’. Practice
exercises, part of the needlework curriculum.
The ‘Kansas W Flour’ flour sack is an example
of that. The embroiderer embellished it by
following the original printing on the flour
sack, but she also added patriotic motifs,
the flags and year numbers. The edges
were opened up with open needlework and
bobbin lace was attached to and inserted in
the cloth to join up the beveled corners. The
work done on the three flour sacks from the
donation of Robert Arrowsmith I should also
like to assign to students. Surely, the coats of
arms of Orsmael and Budingen would have
tried even the patience of angels. The open
needlework, the lace, the fringe work, and the
embroidered lettering are all telltale signs of
makers with less experience than professional
embroiderers.
Examples of such craftsmanship appear to me
the flour sack ‘Vigor Flour’ from Mme Charels
and the professional embroidery on the room
divider. The cloth of these flour sacks clearly
shows that the original printing on the sacks
was retouched by the Belgian decorators first
and embroidered over afterwards.
Censorship
The sale of decorated flour sacks was allowed
to continue for as long as the German occupier
tolerated it and recognized the protection by
the CNSA and CRB. Sometimes, however,
the Germans interfered, as was the case at an
exhibition in Antwerp in March 1916: ‘… the
Germans inspected the rooms of the Harmonie
Maatschappij, obviously uncomfortable with
the fact that the starvation of Belgium under
German rule and the protective actions of a
neutral country should become a matter for
public disclosure. They apply ‘censorship’
to the sacks and ordered several ones they
deemed too patriotic to be removed. Among
them was the one where the Antwerp painter

Hagge had depicted King Albert, and Queen
Elisabeth at the front.’ 22
When the United States finally entered the war
in April 1917, the CRB left occupied Belgium
and the public sale of decorated flour sacks
was halted. The women’s committees did
continue their charity work, albeit through
other activities. After the Armistice of 11
November 1918, the sale of flour sacks was
resumed. At the time, the proceeds mainly
went to war orphans. In Brussels, the CNSA
organized a liquidation sale of ‘American
sacks’ in 1920, donating a sum of 3,052.85
francs to the ‘Foyer de l’Orphelin’.23
Flour sacks. The art of charity
Through my research I discovered why
Belgian women and girls were willing to
embroider flour sacks in a time of war
and occupation. Of course, the sacks had
provided them with flour and, consequently,
bread, and they were very grateful for
that overseas help. But, most of all, it was
the desire to help their fellow-man, their
countrymen and -women living in dire
circumstances, that provided the essential
motivation for decorating the flour sacks.
The sacks constitute a special and important
legacy of the First World War, even a hundred
years after the war: ‘The flour sacks carry a
special value for the collective memory as a
symbol of the substantial food aid received

———
16. La Belgique -journal publié pendant l’occupation
sous la censure ennemie-, 8 December 1915
17. Le Bien Public, 21 January 1916
18. Vandervelde, Lalla, Monarchs and Millionaires.
London: Thornton Butterworth Limited, 1925
19. In the US, a few hundred decorated flour sacks
processed by schoolgirls and students have ended
up in the collections of the Hoover Institution Archives
(HIA), Stanford University, Palo Alto, Ca. and the
Herbert Hoover Presidential Library Museum, WestBranch, Iowa.
20. Journal des petites affiches, weekly magazine for
the arrondissement of Leuven, 6 June 1915
21. Journal des petites affiches, weekly magazine for
the arrondissement of Leuven, 7 May 1916
22. De Stem uit België, 31 March 1916
23. La Meuse, 31 May 1920
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by Belgium during the First World War’, the
Flemish ministerial decree states. In 2014,
eight IFFM flour sacks were included in
Flanders’ List of Masterpieces as unique
heritage items. Before that, Professor
Guy Delmarcel of KU Leuven had already
concluded that the flour sacks would evolve
from material carriers of food into symbols
and metaphors for the gratitude of the
Belgian citizens towards their benefactors
overseas.24 Studying the collection of flour
sacks in the museum added a symbolic
value to the memories of WWI. Through the
material metamorphosis from flour sacks to
textile, sellable gifts, laden with elements
of patriotism and gratitude, the flour sack
transformed into a symbol of the many
charities run and supported by Belgian
women and girls.
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